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of a tuning coil driven by a constant
current driver. The field in the air gap
is determined by the total numher of
turns, the drive current, and the gap
length. The pole faces must he exactly
parallel to ensure that each spherical
YIG resonator sees the same B-field
(magnetic field) magnitude. At 18-GHz,
for example, a change in gap length of
only .0001 inches in a O.05O-inch air
gap will cause a 36-MHz frequency
shift. AIso, if gradients become too
large, tracking-spurious-responses (the
210, 540, and 220 modes in Figure 2c)
and crossing-spurious-reponse ampli
tudes can become prohibitive.

'Iraching-spuriaus-responses are weakly
coupled resonances in the form of pass
bands that remain at a fixed offset
from the main (110) resonance. They
represenl holes in the off-resonance
isolation.

Crossing-spurious-responses are reson
ances in the form of stopbands that
tune at a faster rate than the main
resonance (110), actually intercepting
the filter passband and distorting its
shape (see Figure 2c). Any field non
uniformity will affect their amplitude.
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.F1gure 1. Sin Ie-I~e YIG-Iuned ndpass f11ler sloog w1th Impllfled equivaleni drcult
ol n resonance 110niode. Dther resonances (tracldng-sP,Urious-responlleS), not lilJd:~~

1n th model re lso hown. The Inlrlllllc L, C nd R Yalu re a funcU~n of suchL':.c_..._-=
meters - SJlÖe!V volume, loop geOmeby, unloaded a,free-spacepermeabDlty and sa
m gneUzaUon.Th resonanllrequ ncy Is d IIned as;F(GHz).= 288 (li la). MulUsectlo
luna blo IIl1ers are ere led by cascadlng sec:Uons. L,; Is th coupllng-loop Inductance.

Obstacles to Multistage Design

Some important components of a YIG
filter and rf structure are illustrated in
Figure 2. The electromagnet consists
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narrow frequency band of rf energy
excites the electrons in the YIG lattice
and they, in turn, produce a magnetic
field which couples onto the output of

_ the filter. The resonant frequency is
• related to the applied magnetic field

by,

F(GHz) =28B (Thsla).

This phenomenon is explained in greal
detail in technical Iiterature [1,2,3],
but the most effective model for under
standing its use in filters requires
reducing the ferrimagnetic effects of
the YIG sphere to an equivalent circuit,
as shown in Figure 1. Physical para
meters such as sphere volume, loop
geometry, free-space permeability, sat
uration magnetization, and unloaded
Q can be used to calculate effective
RLC values for use in a filter model. A
multistage filter can then be modeled

..by cascading of the simpler one-stage
_model.

broad tuning range, temperature stab-
ility, manageable spurious resonse,
good frequency tracking and small size
make YIG spheres ideal tuning elements
for microwave devices. The resonance
modes are ns sociated with s pe iific
crystall ogmphic orien ta tion of'the vto ~
crystal ,Th ' 110 orien ta tion is Lh ' funda- . '
mental resonance mode; however, weak
spurious modes (representing other
crystal axes) are unavoidably excited
in YIG-tuned filters.

A simple ene-stage YIG-tuned bandpass
filter and its equivalent circuit are
shown in Figure 1. 'IWocoupling loops
transfer rf energy into and out of the
YIG sphere resonator, one loop con 
nected to a souree and the other to a
load. The entire arrangement sits in
the air gap ofan electromagnet. When
no static magnetic field is applied to
the YIG crystal, the input and output
loops are totally decoupled from each
other, and there is no power transfer _
between sourceand load. In the presence •
of a steady magnetic field, however, a
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Magnetically tunable YIG (Yttrium Iron
Garnet) filters have wide applications
as preselectors in microwave recievers
and spectrum analyzers. Multipole YIG
filters with four or less stages have
been the industry standard for twenty
five years. Five or six stage YIG-tuned
bandpass filters were once thought to
heunrealistic because of problems that
besieged the nature of the design.
Recent advancements at Watkins
Johnson Company, however, have
resulted in the development of six-stage
YIG-tuned bandpass filters covering
the 500 MHz to 26.5 GHz frequency
range (secThble1).Six-stage YIG filters
simplify many problems confronting
systems designers by improving per
formanee and providing greater flex
ibility for the user.

Yttrium iron garnet spheres serve as
resonators in a host of magnetically
tuned microwave devieessuch as band
pass and reject filters, oscillators,
limiters and discriminators. The high
unloaded Q,inherent tuning linearity,
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Six-Stage YIG-Tuned
Bandpass Development

A great deal of trial-and-error has been
applied to six-stage filter development.
However, the development of a YIG
filter computer model complimented
the empirical appraoeh. With this model,
it is possible to "tweak" each coupling
loop and sphereindependently, and tune
the filter over a desired frequency range
for a quick look at passband shape at
any frequency (sec Figure 3).The model
aHows the cascading of many filter
sections. The actual rf alignment of
YIG filters in a production environment
requires the combination ofknowledge
able, skilled individuals and methodical
production processes.

'Iraditional filter alignment techniques
such as measuring end-resonator band-
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, and InMrtIon I (521) c:NlnICte

bantlwldlh growth d Y
Iength of \he coupllng !ou

induced currents in the core (eddy
currents), limit the rate at which the
filter can be set to a new frequency.
When the B-field changes state, the
induced counter-emfï-Vj) sets up cir
culating currents in the magnet. The

O direction of these currents is opposite
that of the main coil current. The same
is true for the magnctic field that results
(sec Figure 2a). When the opposing
field decays to zero, the main tuning
field magnitude and the resulting filter
passband frequency will have reached
their final value. The rate of eddy
current decay depcnds on core and
circuitrblock conduetivity and geometry.
Pole-pieee diameters must he kept to a
minimum, while still ensuring field
uniformity over the YIG spheres. Larger
diameters mean higher indueed currents
when tuning the electromagnet.

2c

It prevents the air gap from changing
length as a function of temperature.

Figure 2d is a computer-generated
magnetie-field plot through the cross
section of a typical electromagnet used
to tune YIG filters. Notice the flux
crowding in the corners throughout
the shell, pinpointing possible areas of
saturation. The flux pattems, including
the leakage flux, give visual insight
into what's happening in the magnet.
Most YIG-device electromagnets are
configured to have the outside wall
serve both as a B-field return path and
as a high-permeability shield (similar
to the metal case of an antimagnetic
watch) that prevents extemal magnetic
fields (from power.supply transformers,
for example) from coupling into the air
gap, causing the YIG resonant fre
quency to shift.

The tuning-coil inductance, along with
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F1gure 2. Simplil concept ol Ihree- stage YIG-tuned bandpass filter showlng the elec·
IromIIgnel, Ih rf Ilructure nd 111 equlv tent circuit, and the fIlter'1 frequency response.
Allo Ihown Is comput r-generaled plolol magneUc-flux dlltrtbuUon throughout the
crou-sec:tIon of an eIectromagnet of the type typlcally used to tune YIG filters.

The magnet core is typically machined
out of a nickel-iron aHoy having low
hysteresis and high saturation. The
tuning linearity of YIG filters is due
almost entirely to magnet character
istics. For optimum magnet design,
the shortest possible air gap is always
desirabie because it reduces saturation
effects and de-power consumption.

A short air gap, however, is not desir
abie from the rfstructure poin t ofview,
where it is necessary to keep the cavity
walls several sphere diameters away
from the spheres. RF currents on the
cavity waHs couple fields back to the
resonators, creating spurious responses
and shifting the resonant frequency,

The shaded area at the lower pole piece
of Figure 2a is a temperature-compen
sating material with magnetic proper
ties similar to the main core, but with
a higher thermal expansion coefficient.
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considerable. For example, Figure 4
compares a six-s tage filter that has
twice the 3-dB ban ûwidth of its four
stage counterpart. Notice that the six
stage 75-dBbandwidth is less than the
fout-stage75-dB ban dwidth, The steeper
selectivity aHows lnrger effective 3-dB
bandwidths, whi ch can minimize sev
eral system concer ns. Problems asso
ciated with local oscillator mistracking,
non-linearities, pos t-tuning drift, tem
perature drift, hysteresis, and dynamic
tracking become more manageable,
and do not require lhe use ofexpensive
electronic correction circuitry.

In reciever applica tions, where local
oscillator radiation back through the
rf filter can broadcast the receiver's
position to other lis tening devices, a
six-stage filter in the front end will
significantly improve the attenuation
of such unwanted signals. The amount
of rf leakage through a YIG passband
filter circuit is largely a function of the
number of stages. Additional stages
provide better iso la tion . The off
resonance isolation of all six-stage
models is approximately 40 dB greater
than that of four-s tage devices and is
considerably better than 100 dB.

'Iracking-spurious-rcsponse attenuation
is a function of coupling-loop geometry,
resonator material, overall filter band
width and the number of sections in
the filter. Increasing the number of
resonators will have the greatest effect.
All six-stage models in Table 1 have
>8O-dB tracking-spurious-response sup
pression. In some models, a slightly
higher dissipation loss and optimized
coupling results in <2:1 vswr within
the 3-dB bandwid th points over the
entire tuning range (see Figure 5).

The development of the six-stage band
pass filter has advanced the state-of
the-art of YIG-filter technology. The
list of improved parameters is extensive,
and includes improved matching cap-

widths and interstage coupling coeffi
cients can he applied;however, the filter
willlikely have maximum flatness at
the low end of the tuning range and
have ripple at the high end.

After the basic passband shape is
achieved, there is still the problem of
dealing with crossing-spurious
responses, temperature-indueed detun
ing, bandwidth growth, and other
problems that beoome more complic
ated as more resonators are added. In
the six-stage design, more pole-piece
area is required. Spheres in some
models are separated by as much as
0.600 inches or aslittle as .040inches.

Achieving unifonnity of the magnetic
field at the location of the YIG spheres
is a high priori ty in the design and
production of six-stage bandpass filters.
In the past, design engineers have
used a tiny YIG sphere attached to a
miniature coaxial line as a precise
magnetic probe to map the magnetic
field in the air gap.Amierometer-driven
x-y carriage was used to adjust the
position of the probe within the mag
netic circuit. Thls cumbersome, time
eonsuming techniquehas been replaced
by computer modelling programs which
calculate and display local field gra
dients as well as wam the engineer of
the onset of saturation of the magnetic
circuit. The greater number of spheres
and the increase in the pole-face area
ofsix-stage YIG filters requiremagnetic
shell geometries and machining pro
cesses that are specifically selected to
provide uniformly flat, smooth, parallel
surfaces, to precise tolerances.

Six-stage filters offer many benefits to
the system designer. In all cases, the
st.eeperskirt selec!.ivity of 36-dB/octave
versus the 24-dB/ eetave of a four-stage
filter is a definite advantage. In cases
where the filter bandwidth is con
strained by the image-rejeetien specifi
cation, the impact of filter selectivity is
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ability, wider bandwidth, better spur
ious-response rejection, improved off
resonance isolation, and increased
skirt selectivity. The six-stage filter
promises systems designers, as weil
as users, increased design margin and
better overall system performance,
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